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Lessons from the Trial of Suzy Austen

The recent trial of Exit's former Wellington Coordinator, Suzy Austen, has created new legal authority on assisted suicide.

The trial also threw up important lessons for everyone who wants to ensure they have end of life choice.

While the jury found Suzy 'not guilty' of assisting in the suicide of fellow Exit Member, Annemarie Treadwell, she was found guilty on drugs charges and will be sentenced in May.

The March 2018 update to *The Peaceful Pill eHandbook* provides a new Chapter on *Suicide, Assisted Suicide & the Law* with 7 helpful 'lessons' of what not to do (Chapter 2). There are also 13 new pages of what goes on after a death. If you want the best information on Suicide Notes, Death Certificates, Natural looking Deaths and so on then the new *Chapter 24 Final Considerations* is a worthwhile read.

**Already a Subscriber? Log in Here**

**Not yet a Subscriber? Subscribe Today**

(Note - all language editions will feature part or whole of this English language update, as it is relevant to that country. Dutch, German, Italian, & French updates will as a rule be complete one week after the English update is published).
• March 2018 PPeH Update II •

Online Nembutal Scammers Update

The second major feature of this month's PPeH Update is the Scammers List. These criminals are preying on the unsuspecting. Have you heard of 'elder abuse'? Well, this is it.

You find a nice looking website that offers to send you Nembutal confidentially and discreetly by mail. You send your money then they either disappear or try to blackmail you to send more.

Disgusting! This month's update takes a new look at scammers to help keep you safe online.

Remember, Exit never recommends online dealers. Exit is not associated with online dealers.

Already a Subscriber? Log in Here

Not yet a Subscriber? Subscribe Today

www.peacefulpillhandbook.com

Enquiries: sales@peacefulpill.com
Exit to Bring Class Action Against NZ Police

'Wellington is not Moscow'.
'The NZ Police are not the KGB!'

As part of the investigation into Suzy Austen & Exit in New Zealand, the Wellington Police mounted an undercover investigation known as 'Operation Painter'.

One of the more infamous actions of Operation Painter was the fake, alcohol breath-test checkpoint that was mounted around the corner from Suzy's home in Lower Hutt.

The first news report on the roadblock can be read here.

The breath-test checkpoint became famous because of its duplicity.

The aim of the checkpoint was not to test motorists for drink driving (DUI). Rather, it was to gather the names & addresses of the Exit members who had attended a Sunday lunch at Suzy's home.

The Police used the information gained from the checkpoint to pay 'wellness visits' to those concerned. Some of these visits led to the Police seizing the elderly members' Nembutal.

At the time, Wellington barrister, Doug Ewan, said the checkpoint amounted to an abuse of police power. And he was right.

On 15 March, the NZ Independent Police Complaints Authority found the checkpoint was indeed illegal and a breach of the NZ Bill of Rights Act as it applies to unlawful detention. The Privacy Commissioner found the checkpoint constituted a significant breach of privacy of the individuals who were stopped.

Read The Guardian report here on the Authority's damming findings.
Exit has been in discussions with a Wellington law firm who will represent members for a class action for damages against the NZ Police. Members effected who wish to find out more about this action should contact Philip Nitschke.

This type of police harassment of private citizens is totally unacceptable & demands more than a simple 'mea culpa'.

'Wellington is not Moscow and the NZ Police are not the KGB'.

Read Dr Nitschke's Press Release on the Authority's findings here.

For more information on the class action, members can email Philip Nitschke at:

philipexit@protonmail.com or call on +61 407 1899 339.

• Dutch CLW Group Halt All Activities •

The Dutch organisation Cooperatie Laastste Will have announced that they are stopping all activities regarding the distribution of the so-called 'Middel X' magic euthanasia powder.

See: RTL News (in Dutch)

The group announced last September that they had discovered a new, cheap, legal, lethal powder and that they would arrange distribution of this un-named lethal salt to their members.

As a result, their membership has grown rapidly in the past 6 months.

Last week, the Dutch prosecutor announced a criminal investigation into the group's activities. This came about following the suicide of Dutch teenager, Ximena Knol who used
a lethal salt to die (zelfmoord (irrational suicide) vis a vis zelfdoding (rational suicide)). Her parents blamed her suicide on 'Middel X' publicity by CLW.

Speaking about the developments Exit Director, Dr Philip Nitschke has repeated that he believes that it is the secrecy surrounding the identity of the salt that has led to 'false and unrealistic public expectations'.

"In *The Peaceful Pill eHandbook*, the lethal salts are rated 68% (Azide) and 76% (Nitrite). Hardly a ringing endorsement. It is this relative low score that should be being published.

"Only with clear and concise information can this most important choice be correctly and safely evaluated for the benefit of all in society.

"Secrecy and censorship by CLW, the media *and* the authorities only heightens speculation and makes desperate people do desperate things.
This new print book can be ordered online at Peaceful Pill Store

A snail mail order form can be requested by emailing: office@peacefulpillhandbook.com

• Print 2018 De Vredige Pil •
Now Shipping

The print 2018 Dutch language Handboek De Vredige Pil is now available.

This new print book can be ordered online at Peaceful Pill Store/nederlands

A snail mail order form can be requested by emailing: office@peacefulpillhandbook.com
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